Elastic Waistband
Full Underlining With Inv
US Size : 8-10 (Hip Measures
Lining top edge
Side Short Pant
Invisible Side Pocket
(Surgeon: 38-40”)
Lining top edge
Welt Seam or Mock Flat Fell Seam
US Size: 8-10

**Front** *(Cut from folded fabric)*

**Main A - Cut 2**

**Lining - Cut 2**

---

US Size: 8-10

**Front Hem** *(Cut from folded fabric)*

**Main B - Cut 2**

---

Split Hem end
US Size: 8-10

**Back** *(Cut from folded fabric)*

Main A - Cut 2
Lining - Cut 2

---

US Size: 8-10

**Back Hem** *(Cut from folded fabric)*

Main B - Cut 2
Pocket Z (Cut from folded fabric)
Lining - Cut 2

Pocket Y (Cut from folded fabric)
Main B - Cut 4